
Dwarf

Battle 3
Magic 0
Make 4

Muscle 4
Notice 2
Resist 6
Shoot 2
Sneak 1
Stunt 1
Talk 1

Luck 10
Armor 0
Move 5 Paces

Powers
Stoneform: turn to stone for a short 
time. Costs 2 Luck.
Ironform: turn to iron for a short time. 
Costs 6 Luck.
Hearth Rune: Make a magic rune that 
warms you and your friends and pro-
vides light. Costs 0 Luck.
Sentinel Rune: Make a magic rune 
that warns you when someone passes 
it. Costs 0 Luck.

to find hidden doors

with a crossbow

+

+
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A tough creature of the 
underworld, good at making 
and fixing things, and draw-
ing runes of power.

carve your character’s name here

to resist magic+

with a war hammer+
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Dwarfs are short, rugged creatures who live 
beneath the earth, digging for gold, silver, 
and gems. �ey are good at making and 
fixing things, and at figuring out how 
machines and gadgets work. Without any 
knack for magic, they are suspicious of 
elves, wizards, and other magical folk. �e 
only supernatural gift they possess is the 
runes of power -- mysterious symbols that 
can be scrawled on any stone surface to 
draw upon the powers of the earth. 

How to Use your Powers

Hearth Rune — Make a magic rune that warms 
you and your friends and provides light. Costs 
zero Luck.
Pick a solid stone surface you can touch. Roll 
your Make dice. One success allows you to make 
a glowing rune that warms the air for six paces 
around it, removing any ill effects of cold 
temperature. It also provides bright light for a 
distance of ten paces. �e rune lasts until you 
decide to remove it.

Ironform ––turn to iron for a short time. Costs 
6 Luck.
Like your Stoneform power, except you have 7 
Armor instead of 5 Armor.

Sentinel Rune –– Make a magic rune that 
warns you when someone passes it. Costs zero 
Luck.
Pick a solid stone surface you can touch. Roll 
your Make dice. One success allows you to make 
an invisible rune that will alert you magically 
when a living creature passes within a pace of it. 
�e rune lasts until someone passes it or until 
you decide to remove it. You can only have one 
sentinel rune in play at a time.

Stoneform –– turn to stone for a short time. 
Costs 2 Luck.
Roll your Resist dice. For each success, you 
spend one turn as a stone statue, including your 
clothing, weapons, and gear. While in stone-
form, you can’t move, speak, or try any actions, 
but you have 5 Armor against your foes’ Battle 
rolls and against most other dangers that would 
hurt a living person, like fire or extreme cold. At 
the end of the last turn, you return to your usual 
living self.

Gear

Dwarfs start their adventure with:
War Hammer: Adds up to four Muscle 
Dice to your Battle rolls.

Add More Gear Here:

Dwarfs are famous for 
their toughness, being 
nearly immune to 
poison and very 
resistant to magic. �ey 
are also skilled battlers, 
since their dark realm is 
filled with many foes. 
People of few words, 
they are not easily 
fooled or taken in by 
others.

Dwarf



ELF

Battle 2
Magic 3
Make 1

Muscle 1
Notice 4
Resist 5
Shoot 5
Sneak 2
Stunt 4
Talk 3

Luck 10
Armor 0
Move 5 Paces

Powers
Cloak — A magic spell that adds to 
your Sneak dice. Costs 2 Luck.

Rapid Fire — You can fire two arrows 
in one turn. Costs 0 Luck.

Starlight — You glow softly in the 
darkness, providing dim light for you 
and your friends. Costs 0 Luck.

Trance — A magic spell that can send 
a creature to sleep. Costs 2 Luck.

Tame Animal — make an animal into 
a loyal pet. Costs 1 Luck.

to find magic

with a bow

even with animals

in the forest

+

+
+
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your character name

A guardian of the 
forest and friend to 
animals, with an 
eye for magic.
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Elves are a secretive magical folk who 
dwell in hidden towns within the 
forest. �ey have very keen senses and 
can tell when there’s magic nearby. 
Unlike wizards, elves can use their 
magic powers without studying from 
books or scrolls.

How to Use your Powers

Cloak — A magic spell that adds to your Sneak 
dice. Costs 2 Luck.
As an elf, you can cloud the senses of other 
beings, making yourself nearly invisible. Roll 
your Magic dice. Each success also adds one 
Sneak die, as long as you do not move, speak, 
or take an action. If you move or take any 
action, you are no longer cloaked, and you lose 
your extra sneak dice.

Rapid Fire — You can fire two arrows in one 
turn. Costs 0 Luck.
Divide your Shoot dice into two groups of any 
size. Roll each group of dice as a Shoot roll 
against a different opponent.

Starlight — You glow softly in the darkness, 
providing dim light for you and your friends. 
Costs 0 Luck.
Whenever you like, you can make a soft, starry 
glow appear around your body that spreads 
dim light for 6 paces around you.

Trance — A magic spell that can send a 
creature to sleep. Costs 2 Luck.
Roll your Magic dice. With one or more 
successes, you can send an opponent into a 
sleeplike trance for the rest of the action scene. 
Your opponent may roll their Resist dice to 
take away any successes you made.

Tame Animal — make an animal into a loyal 
pet. Costs 1 Luck.
Choose a single animal with a Talk of 0 and 
roll your Talk dice. (Any creature with a Talk 1 
or higher can’t be tamed.) One success allows 
you to tame the animal. If you don’t roll any 
successes, you fail to tame the animal. You can 
try to tame the same animal as many times as 
you like, but each attempt requires an 
additional success. So the second time you try 
to tame a creature, you need two successes, 
and so on. A tame animal will follow you, fight 
to defend you with its Battle dice, and warn 
you of danger with its Notice dice.
You can’t keep more than one tame animal at a 
time.

Example: Mallion the elf comes across a wolf and 
wants to tame it. He rolls his Talk dice (3) and 
gets 1, 2, 2, 3, 4. No successes! He tries again, and 
needs to get two or more successes this time: 2, 3, 
4, 5, 5. �e 5s count as successes, so the wolf is 
tamed!

Gear

Elves start their adventure with:
longbow: adds three dice to Shoot rolls
quiver of recall: an enchanted bag that 
returns all your arrows to you between 
action scenes.
survival knife: adds one die to Battle rolls 
and one die to Make rolls.

Add More Gear Here:

ELF
�ere are actually many 
kinds of elves. �e most 
common are the wood 
elves described here. 
Others include moon 
elves, sun elves, and the 
underground-dwelling 
deep elves.
Elves were the makers 
of all living things, plant 
and animal, just as the 
dwarfs made the 
nonliving world of 
mountains, plains, and 
seas. �ey still consider 
themselves guardians of 
nature. Elves never 
harm ordinary animals, 
but fight fiercely against 
monsters born of Chaos 
like orcs and trolls.
If the storyteller allows, 
you may start with an 
animal already 
befriended by yourtame 
animal power. You can 
choose an owl, fox, 
weasel, badger, wildcat, 
or other small animal of 
the forest.

Learn Elf-Speech:
Hé-mé!: “Greetings!”
Sa-mé-el Alassa: “Earth 
keep you” (farewell)
Sa-ké-ké halé!: “Arrows 
fly true!” (battle cry)
Mi-tun Bai!“: By all 
that’s green!” 
(expression of surprise)



PALADIN

Battle 4
Magic 0
Make 1

Muscle 4
Notice 2
Resist 5
Shoot 0
Sneak 1
Stunt 2
Talk 4

Luck 10
Armor 4
Move 5 Paces

Powers
Drive Away Undead: Force skeletons, 
zombies, and other undead creatures to 
keep away from you. Costs 4 Luck.

Fist of Justice: Hit someone at a dis-
tance with a ghostly double of your fist. 
Costs 2 Luck.

Hand of Healing: Give your Luck to a 
friend. Costs 0 Luck.

Inspire: Lend action dice to a friend. 
Costs 0 Luck.

Sense Malice: You know when 
enemies are near. Costs 1 Luck.

Smite: Add your Resist dice to your 
Battle dice. Costs 2 Luck.
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A champion against 
the forces of evil.

Thy Name
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Paladins belong to an 
ancient order of knights 
dedicated to protecting 
the kingdom from evil. 
�ey follow a strict 
promise to defend the 
weak, show courage, 
and bring justice to the 
wicked.
Trained from child-
hood, paladins pass 
through several steps 
on the way to becoming 
knights: the page, who 
cares for the knights’ 
gear and does the 
chores; the squire, who 
learns the arts of war 
and piece, and the 
knight errant, who 
seeks adventures to 
prove worthiness to 
become a full knight.

Drive Away Undead: Force skeletons, zombies, 
and other undead creatures to keep their distance 
from you. Costs 4 Luck.
Roll your Resist dice. For each success, you can 
keep a single undead creature of your choice from 
attacking you or approaching you for one turn.

Fist of Justice: Hit someone at a distance with a 
ghostly double of your fist. Costs 2 Luck.
Choose an opponent you can see. Roll your Resist 
dice, minus your opponent’s Armor. Each success 
removes Luck from your opponent.

Hand of Healing: You can transfer luck to a 
friend. Costs zero Luck.
Roll your Resist dice. For each success, you can 
transfer one of your Luck points to a friend you are 
able to touch.

Inspire: Lend action dice to a friend. Costs zero 
Luck.
Roll your Talk dice. For each success, you can add 
one die to a friend’s action roll (before the dice are 
rolled) between now and your next turn. You can 
also split the dice between two or more friends.
Example: Sir Stalwart, a paladin, rolls his Talk dice 
(4). He rolls 2, 4, 5, 6, scoring two successes, 
earning two extra dice to lend. During Harley the 
dwarf ’s turn, Sir Stalwart gives her two dice to add 
to her Battle roll.

Sense Malice: You know when enemies are near. 
Costs 1 Luck.
Roll your Resist dice. One success tells you if there 
are enemies within 100 feet of you. Two successes 
tell you the direction they’re in. �ree successes 
tell you how far away. Four successes tell you how 
many creatures are present.

Smite: Add your Resist dice to your Battle dice. 
Costs 2 Luck.
Add your Resist dice to your Battle dice and make 
a Battle roll.

Paladins are human champions of good who 
battle the forces of evil. �ey are skilled bargain-
ers, seeking to forge agreements between 
warring parties, but can still defend themselves 
and their allies when words fail. �eir selfless, 
pure hearts give them miraculous powers to 
heal the injured and protect the weak. Paladins 
can sense the presence of evil monsters nearby. 

PALADIN

Paladins start their adventure with: 
Light Plate Armor -4: takes away four 
dice from foes’ Battle and Shoot rolls.
Mace: Adds up to 2 Muscle dice to Battle 
rolls.
Shield: Takes away 1 die from foe’s Battle 
and Shoot rolls.

Add more gear here:



Rogue

Battle 2
Magic 1
Make 3

Muscle 2
Notice 3
Resist 2
Shoot 3
Sneak 5
Stunt 6
Talk 4

Luck 10
Armor 0
Move 5 Paces

Powers
Ambush — Gain +4 Battle dice after 
sneaking up on someone. Costs zero 
Luck. 

Appraise –– Find out how much a 
treasure is worth. Costs zero Luck.

Voice Trick –– �row your voice and 
disguise it to sound like someone else. 
Costs 2 Luck.

to find traps

to pick a pocket

+

+
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to slip past foes+

write your  character’s name here.

to stop a trap or open a lock+

A tricky sneak with a 
nose for danger.
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Rogues are human experts in sneaking, 
climbing, and tumbling. �ey can creep 
past enemies undetected, weave through 
foes without harm, and use their gift for 
stretching the truth to bluff their way 
out of trouble. Rogues can even do a 
little magic by reading from magical 
scrolls.

How to Use your Powers

Ambush — Gain +4 Battle dice after 
sneaking up on someone. Costs zero 
Luck. 
Roll your Sneak dice against a foe you 
choose, who hasn’t yet seen you. If you 
beat your foe’s Notice roll, you can 
immediately make a Battle roll with +4 
dice.

Appraise –– Find out how much a 
treasure is worth. Costs zero Luck.
Roll your Notice dice. On most objects, 
one success will tell you the object’s 
value in gold. Rare or unique items may 
require more successes. You can only 
make one try to appraise a particular 
item.

Voice Trick –– �row your voice and 
disguise it to sound like someone else. 
Costs 2 Luck.
Roll your Talk dice. One or more 
successes allows you to disguise your 
voice to sound like someone else’s, and 
to make it seem that your voice is 
coming from somewhere else within the 
action scene. An opponent with reason 
to suspect the voice is false, must beat 
your Talk successes with their Notice 
dice.

Gear

Rogues start their adventure with:
Rogue’s Knife:  Adds one die to Battle rolls 
and one die to Make rolls.
Climbing Rope: Adds one die to Stunt rolls 
when climbing.

Add More Gear Here:

Rogues’ natural curios-
ity often leads them 
into dangerous adven-
tures. �ey simply can‘t 
stand secrets and must 
know what lies hidden 
behind every locked 
door they find. 
Rogues like treasure, it’s 
true, but they seldom 
know what to do with it 
once they have it, and 
often end up giving it 
away to friends or 
strangers, or spending it 
foolishly.
Rogues are very loyal to 
their friends, and 
always repay their 
debts.

Learn Rogue Patter:
Rogues have their own 
secret speech, called 
�e Patter. �ey use it 
with other rogues so 
that ordinary folk won’t 
know what they’re 
saying. Here’s some 
basics:
Amuse: To distract.
Inching: Creeping 
around, being quiet.
In a scrape: In trouble.
Pinch: To take.
Snapped: Caught.
Swag: Stolen treasure.

“You amuse the guard 
while I inch past him 
and pinch the swag. 
Don’t get snapped!”

Rogue



WARRIOR

Battle 5
Magic 0
Make 1

Muscle 5
Notice 2
Resist 2
Shoot 4
Sneak 1
Stunt 3
Talk 1

Luck 10
Armor 4
Move 5 Paces

Powers
Charge — Make a double move with-
out losing Battle dice. Costs zero Luck.

Feat of Strength — Add bonus Muscle 
dice by spending Luck. Costs one or 
more Luck.

Knockback — Push an opponent away 
from you. Costs zero Luck.

Parry — Roll your Battle dice to take 
away your opponents’ Battle successes. 
Costs zero Luck.

Sweep — You can split your Battle dice 
between two opponents. Costs zero 
Luck. 
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An expert battler 
with lots of muscle.

write your name here
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How to Use your Powers
Charge — Make a double move without 
losing Battle dice. Costs zero Luck.
Warriors don’t lose three dice from their 
Battle rolls when making a double move. 
(Other roles lose three dice from all 
actions after a double move). 

Feat of Strength — Add bonus Muscle 
dice by spending Luck. Costs one or more 
Luck.
Spend one or more Luck and add the 
same number of bonus dice to a single 
Muscle roll.

Knockback — Push an opponent away 
from you. Costs zero Luck.
Roll your Muscle dice. For each success, 
you drive your opponent back one pace, 
and you may step into the spot where 
your opponent had been standing. Your 
opponent can take away one or more of 
your successes by rolling her Muscle dice.

Parry — Roll your Battle dice to take away 
your opponents’ Battle successes. Costs 
zero Luck.
Roll your Battle dice. For each success, 
you can take away one Battle success that 
an opponent scores on you before your 
next turn.

Sweep — You can split your Battle dice 
between two opponents. Costs zero 
Luck. 
Divide your Battle dice into two groups of 
any size. Roll each group of dice as a
Battle roll against a different opponent.

Warriors are expert human battlers. �ey can 
parry enemy attacks, strike more than one 
opponent at once, and knock an opponent back. 
�ey are also adept at feats of strength, such as 
lifting or dragging heavy objects, bending iron 
bars, and exerting themselves without tiring.

WARRIOR

Warriors start their adventure with:
Scale Armor -3: takes away three 
dice from foes’ Battle and Shoot 
rolls.
Shield -1: Takes away 1 die from 
foes’ Battle and Shoot rolls.
Falchion: Adds up to 4 Muscle dice 
to your Battle rolls.

Add more gear here:



Wizard

Battle 1
Magic 6
Make 2

Muscle 1
Notice 2
Resist 3
Shoot 0
Sneak 1
Stunt 1
Talk 3

Luck 10
Armor 0
Move 5 Paces

Powers
Counterspell –– You can make it 
harder for someone to make a Magic 
roll. Costs 2 Luck.

Disguise –– You can make yourself 
look like someone else. Costs 2 Luck.

Float — Make yourself float above the 
ground. Costs 2 Luck.

Ice Sheet —Make a slippery sheet of 
ice that makes people fall down, and 
puts out fires. Costs 3 Luck.

Mistform –– Turn yourself into a mist 
that can seep through tiny spaces. 
Costs 3 Luck.

Shield — Make an invisible shield 
around yourself. Costs 1 Luck.

Will o’ the Wisp — You make a glow-
ing ball of light that moves in the air as 
you choose. Costs 1 Luck.

Zap — You shoot a ray of magic force 
at an opponent. Costs 1 Luck.
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A caster of magic 
spells.

write your name here
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How to Use your Powers

Counterspell –– You can make it harder for 
someone to make a Magic roll. Costs 2 Luck.
Choose an opponent and roll your Magic dice. 
For each success, your opponent loses one 
Magic die from their next Magic roll (but always 
gets to roll at least one die).

Disguise –– You can make yourself look like 
someone else. Costs 2 Luck.
Roll your Magic dice. One success creates a 
magical disguise for the rest of the action scene; 
each extra success improves the disguise. �e 
disguise allows you to appear as any human or 
human-like creature you choose — a dwarf, elf, 
or goblin, for example. Enemies who speak with 
you or have some other reason to suspect you 
can roll their Notice dice to see through the 
disguise. �ey need at least as many successes as 
the number of successes you rolled on the 
disguise in order to see through it.

Float — Make yourself float above the ground. 
Costs 2 Luck.
Roll your Magic dice. For each success, you can 
float above the ground for one turn. You float as 
if “treading air” about five feet off the ground. 
You can’t move unless you can pull yourself 
along a wall or low ceiling.

Ice Sheet —Make a slippery sheet of ice that 
makes people fall down, and puts out fires. Costs 
3 Luck.
Roll your Magic dice. One success creates a 
patch of ice one pace wide. More successes make 
more patches. You decide where the patches 
appear, on the ground anywhere you can see, 
even directly underneath an opponent’s feet. 
Anyone smaller than a giant standing on an ice 
patch or trying to cross it must make at least one 
success on a Stunt roll to avoid falling down and 
losing a turn.
An ice patch can also put out a fire of the same 
size.

wizard

Wizards learn their 
magic through study. It 
takes years of practice 
to learn how to cast 
spells. Most wizards 
learn their spells as 
payment for serving as 
an apprentice to a 
master wizard for seven 
years. When the wizard 
is ready to practice 
magic alone, the master 
gives the wizard a wand 
and teaches them a few 
of the less dangerous 
spells before sending 
the wizard out to seek 
adventure.

Most spells require 
magic words to be 
spoken as the wand is 
raised. Here are the 
magic words for 
common wizard spells:

Counterspell: “Anti 
Incantum!”
Disguise: “Deceptor 
Countenanz!”
Float: “Elevest!”
Ice Sheet: “Speculum 
Frigidus!”
Mistform: “Miasma-
tum!”
Shield: “Scutum 
Arcanus!”
Will o’ the Wisp: “Ignus 
Fatuus!”
Zap: “Sagitta Fulga!”

Mistform –– Turn yourself into a mist that can 
seep through tiny spaces. Costs 3 Luck.
Roll your Magic dice. One success changes you 
into a cloud of mist for one turn. Each extra 
success makes the mistform last one extra turn. As 
a mist, you can’t be attacked, and you can seep 
under doors and through the smallest of cracks. 
You can’t speak or make any action rolls until you 
regain your natural form.

Shield — Make an invisible shield around yourself. 
Costs 1 Luck.
Roll your Magic dice. For each success, you can 
take away one Battle or Shoot success from an 
opponent’s roll against you, until you run out of 
successes, or the action scene ends.

Will o’ the Wisp — You make a glowing ball of 
light that moves in the air as you choose. Costs 1 
Luck.
Roll your Magic dice. With one success, you create 
a glowing ball of light that creates dim light for 
two paces around itself, or bright light for 6 paces. 
�e wisp must stay within sight of you, and has 
Luck 1 for purposes of Battle and Shoot rolls 
against it. �e wisp lasts until you choose to make 
it go away. You can only have one at a time.

Zap — You shoot a ray of magic force at an 
opponent. Costs 1 Luck.
Roll your Magic dice. Your opponent loses one 
Luck for each success. Opponents can use Stunt, 
but not Armor, to take away some or all of your 
dice (but you always roll at least one die).

Gear

Wizards start their adventure with:
+1 wand: adds one die to Magic rolls.

Add More Gear Here:

Wizards cast magic spells. �eir magic has 
many uses, from creating balls of light to 
magical disguises and invisible shields. �ey are 
also skilled at using magic wands, scrolls, and 
other enchanted treasures. 


